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TREND DIRECTION
Short Term Intermediate-Term Long Term

S&P 500

Less strong strong strong

Oil

Strong Less Strong Strong

Gold 

Strong Less Strong Strong

Summary
• S&P500 index is expected to have a bounce for on the FOMC rate increase 

announcement and the quadruple witch expiration this week.  The FOMC 
statement will have an impact, but we are suspicious. I expect a significant decline 
in the SP500 at some point.  

• Oil could stay low until the FED rate announcement Wednesday and later have a 
relief rally. But the rally may not change the short-term downtrend direction. 

• GOLD could have an ultra-short-term bounce around the FOMC announcement 
day. But as long as the price stays under $1220 more downside should be expected. 
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1. SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY): 

a) Long term
Based on Feb. 2011 the Long-term momentum trend direction remains strong and bullish. 
The Monthly PMO  “BUY” signal continues to rise even though it recently had a minor 
short-term correction. 

The Feb, 2016  intermediate-term momentum trend also is strong and the PMO remains 
in a BUY signal. The S&P500 (ES mini and SPY) pulled back from the top of the rising 
channel to release overbought pressure.  The pullback didn't do any damage to the intermediate 
-term uptrend. The weekly chart shows the 2275 support will be strong and should hold up if 
the price gets back there.   
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b) Short term

Based on Dec. 2016 the short-term momentum trend remains up.  But the trend line is 
flat. That indicates the short-term uptrend lost momentum due to the overbought 
condition.   The index (S&P500 and SPY) did have a short-term minor correction recently. It 
had 5 consecutive declining days, and small bounces last Thursday and Friday. Now it is 
developing a short-term oversold condition, but not extremely so.  

The daily PMO BUY signal turned to a  “SELL” signal last Wednesday. This indicates the 
ultra-short-term and short-term bounce will meet a counter move.  The 20-day EMA line will 
be very important for this week. A break below it will be bearish and a further downside move 
should then be expected. 

No option trade this week.
This week is a quadruple witch expiration week. The ES moves into the June contract 
(ESM17), while option expiration is still for the March contract (ESH17). To avoid confusion 
we are not providing any option trades this week. 
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL) 

a) Long term
Based on Dec. 2014 the Long-term Trend momentum indicator remains in a “SELL” 
signal and bearish.   Oil price closed under the 20-month EMA last week, which indicates 
that oil could resume the downside move even if it still has a Monthly PMO “buy” signal.

Based on Nov. 2016 the intermediate-term momentum trend indicator is in the process of 
changing direction.  Even thought the momentum indicator has not given a SELL signal yet, 
the weekly PMO has.  Now the $48 level will be a key line for the week. A break below it 
could lead oil lower than we expect. 
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b) Short term
Based on Jan 18, 2017 the oil short-term momentum trend indicator has a “SELL” signal 
at the current stage. Oil broke down from an intermediate-term sideways range from $55 to 
50 and closed under $50 on Friday, which is a very bearish sign.  

The daily PMO indicator crashed and declined sharply last week.   That also suggests the oil 
price can go lower.  But the ultra-short-term gets extremely oversold, so a minor bounce up to 
to test the breakdown level should be expected. Trend traders should expect a bounce and 
focus on the short side at the major resistance zone with protective stops. As long as oil stays 
under $52.30, the short-term trend is down, and price should continue to go lower. 
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD)

a) Long term
Based on Oct. 2014 Long-term momentum trend indicator returns to a SELL signal from 
Neutral. The Monthly PMO indicator is also in the process of changing direction. It had a 
lower high at the zero line.  It indicates GOLD could resume its long-term price decline again. 

Based on Dec. 2016 the intermediate-term momentum indicators all returned to  “SELL”  
last week .  Gold had a continuation low week in anticipation of a possible FED interest rate 
hiking this week. $1240-1220 should be a resistance zone for this week, and $1150 will be the 
next major support if the current support at $1200 fails to hold up this week. 
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b) Short term

The Jan 31. 2017 short-term trend momentum indicator is expected to change this week.   
The recent strong momentum selling pushed GOLD back down to the former strong support 
area around  $1200. It confirms that $1264 is the short-term TOP and could become the top for 
this year if the economy keeps improving and the Fed maintains is schedule of three interest 
rate hikes this year, which will strengthen the US Dollar and weaken gold. 

This week $1220 -25 should be a resistance zone and $1180-75 will be a support zone. The 
ultra-short-term is oversold, so a brief bounce after the FOMC announcement could be seen. 
But as long as GOLD stays under $1225-20 zone, the short-term trend is down, and traders 
should focus on the trend direction and play from the short side.  
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4. WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS
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